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Tech companies don’t do projects. They do missions instead. And in this
chapter you’re going to learn why. Learning how to define work in terms of
missions will not only give your teams purpose and encourage them to find
their own answers. It will put the responsibility and accountability for fulfilling
the mission where it belongs—with them.

By the end of this chapter you’ll know what missions are, why they’re a better
vehicle for building product, and how they enable tech companies to move
so fast.

The Problem with Projects
Projects are great when you need to plan out a year in advance what next
year’s work is going to look like, but they’re a lousy way for building anything
new. For one thing, they are too short-term.

are too short-term

But we’re just 
getting started !

Projects, by their very definition, have a beginning and an end. And when the
project is over—that’s it. Everyone packs up and goes home. Product develop-
ment, however, doesn’t work like that. In product development, the first version
of your product isn’t the end. It’s the beginning—which leads to the next thing
projects aren’t particularly good at. Iterating.
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No opportunity for feedback

Projects Product
Product development is a highly iterative process. You build one version. Ship
it. Get feedback. And repeat twenty-seven times. Projects aren’t built for that.
With projects you ship the first version. Declare victory and call it a day. They
aren’t built for acting on feedback or applying learnings.

The Plan

are too rigid

But...

Projects are also too rigid. When given a project, the goalposts have been set,
the path forward is clear, and you don’t have a lot of room to deviate or take
advantage of new insight, regardless of what you discover along the way. If
it’s not part of the plan, we don’t do it.
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But even more frustrating is how disempowering projects are. They encourage
you not to think.

are disempowering

not gonna think
Just gonna chop...

Not being able to follow through on your instincts and not being able to
incorporate your learnings in the name of time and budget make teams not
think or care—which is exactly the opposite of what we need when building
product.

And that’s really what it comes down to—projects just focus on the wrong
things.

Focus on the wrong things

Time
Budget

Impact

Customer
Product

Projects Productvs

At a tech company, no one cares if your project is +/-10%. That question
doesn’t even make sense. What does make sense is proof, and that we are
building something our customers want, and that we are heading in the right
direction toward something valuable.
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For these reasons tech companies don’t use projects. They simply don’t work.
What they use is something else. Something that:

• Gives teams an incentive to think longer-term
• Gives teams the time and space to explore
• Lets them incorporate learnings as they go
• Puts the focus back on the work
• Values impact over conformance to plan

Enter the Mission
Missions are high-level goals, given to teams, to direct them in their work
toward fulfilling the company’s greater purpose.

High-level goal given to team

Directs work
Provides purpose
Longer term
Team decides how to fulfill

Mission

Google, for example, has a North Star goal of organizing the world’s information.
That’s their purpose. Missions in aid of that would be making search fast,
making search accurate, and making all the world’s information easy to find.

Tech companies use missions instead of projects to define work. For example,
at Spotify we had missions like these:

• Make discovering new music easy
• Win the living room
• Own the morning commute

But missions don’t just have to be about product. They can be about non-
product things as well:

• Enable other engineering teams to go faster
• Make setting up cloud storage easy
• Prepare the company for the upcoming IPO
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In other industries, missions could be something like these:

Example MissionsIndustry

Win connectivity in the homeCable company

Own casual paymentsBanks

Detect fraud instantlyFinancial technology

The advantages of defining work in terms of missions, instead of projects, are
numerous.

Missions Engage the Team
Instead of using people for their backs, missions engage people for their
brains. As we will see in the next chapter on squads, Chapter 3, Empower
Through Squads, on page ?, the people doing the mission are the ones cre-
ating the work. This engages the team, gets them thinking about the solution,
and lets them drive the work.

Missions Give People a Sense of Purpose
Purpose is huge. When you come into work knowing that what you do today
is going to make someone’s life easier, that puts wind in your sails and makes
work meaningful. It makes you want to come in. Do your best work. And look
forward to doing it all over again tomorrow and the next day after that.

Missions Better Align Incentives
Because teams know they are in it for the long haul, and they are the ones
who are going to be iterating and maintaining what they build, they put more
care and attention into their work. Which is one of the big reasons why tech
company product is of higher quality. It’s because the people building the
systems are the ones who are maintaining it. That’s big.

Not only does it result in better product, it leverages the collective experience
and wisdom people develop over time. Instead of disbanding the team at the
end of a project, teams on missions stay together.

Finally, missions put the focus back on what really matters. The work. Not
the budget and the schedule, which in and of themselves offer no value.
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You can sum up the differences between projects and missions like this:

MissionsProjects

The team is the budgetHave a budget

Go on indefinitelyHave an end

Long termShort term

Have no project managersHave project managers

Maintain what they buildHand off work

Stay togetherDisband upon completion

Focus on the customerFocus on the plan

Values impactValues meeting expectations

Driven from the bottom upDriven from the top down
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